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elite lives in gated communities, 
keeping its head down; the rest of the 
population is fed a dream of riches 
and a diet of nationalism, though the 
latter is fine-tuned, with journalists 
soon instructed to tone down any 
fury they have whipped up.

The Beijing Olympics are over 
now, and will remain—if China 
has ordinary luck —as a memory 
only of extravagant architecture 
and extraordinary spectacle. The 
complaints they raised from the press 
about exclusion and interference 
will be forgotten: the managers of 
information can readily rely on the 
public’s fickle memory and shallow 
interests. Amnesty’s evidence that 
the Olympics were used, contrary 
to assurances,  as  pretexts  for 
reducing human rights will likewise 
be forgotten. The apparatus of 
repression will continue to target 
what it perceives as fresh threats to 
CCP control, and will certainly not 
be publishing a translation of Anne-
Marie Brady’s eye-opening work.
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First, a confession: I find public 
administration books a hard 

slog—very much the poor cousin of 
the politics genre.

Having said that, it’s good we have 
academics prepared to toil away in 
the field of ‘governance issues’ like 
the role and performance of statutory 
authorities, public service reform, 

and organisational accountability. 
Thankfully for this reviewer, 

Howard’s Fourth Government at least 
mixes it up a bit, with contributions 
on policy areas and ‘John Howard, 
Prime Minister.’ As this is the 
ninth volume in an Australian 
Commonwealth Administration 
series that started with the first 
Hawke Government, it also has the 
virtue of providing some historical 
perspective on various debates.

The f i r s t  par t  of  the  book 
tackles issues such as public-sector 
restructuring, privatisation, and 
the accountability and ethics of 
the Howard government. The 
pick of these chapters 
is  ‘Reconfiguring the 
Federation?’ by Andrew 
P a r k i n  a n d  G e o f f 
Anderson, a useful survey 
of new policy directions 
that attempts to ‘take 
seriously Prime Minister 
Howard’s understanding 
of and commitment to a 
new conceptualisation of 
conservative nationalism.’ 

The other governance essays revisit 
familiar academic laments about the 
alleged negative impact on public-
sector capabilities of ‘neo-liberalism,’ 
together with claims that the Howard 
government lacked accountability 
and ‘public integrity.’ 

John Uhr recounts the emergence 
in the final term of the Howard 
government of Treasury Secretary 
Ken Henry as the poster boy of 
public integrity, by virtue of his 
famous ‘leaked’ speech bemoaning 
Treasury’s lack of influence on 
climate-change and water policy. I 
have a sneaking suspicion that his 
star would shine less brightly in 
the academy were he also to find 
his rationalist voice on the Rudd 
government’s Renewable Energy 
Target or Green Car subsidies. 

There are some curious omissions 
on the public administration front. 

One is the cursory treatment of the 
person who had the most impact 
on public-sector reform in the latter 
part of the Howard government, 
namely the former secretary of the 
Department of Prime Minister 
and Cabinet, Peter Shergold. It 
was Shergold more than anyone 
who devoted time and intellectual 
energy to creating what all sides 
of politics now call ‘whole-of-
government’ approaches to policy 
and administration. 

Shergold was anything but a 
mere mouthpiece for Howard-era 
reforms, as is implied here. That so 
much of this reform agenda could 

be found also in social-
democratic Britain under 
Tony Blair suggests, in 
turn, that readers would 
have benefited from some 
comparative analysis of 
trends in other democracies 
and that  easy  catch-
alls like ‘neo-liberalism’ 
usually obscure as much as  
they explain. 

The second part of the 
book includes essays on specific 
policy areas. Anne Garnett and 
Phil Lewis provide a brief but 
judicious discussion of economic 
trends and policy developments. 
John Howard and Peter Costello 
would doubtless be content with 
the conclusion that ‘good economic 
management and economic reform 
has been paramount to the economic 
prosperity achieved, with some good 
luck thrown in for good measure!’ 

The authors also highlight the 
degree to which the Howard 
g o v e r n m e n t  w a s  n o  l e s s 
redistributionist than its Labor 
predecessors, ensuring income 
inequality barely changed from the 
mid 1990s to 2005–06. It is always 
a good test of ‘academic integrity’ to 
see whether or not university critics 
of Howard’s ‘neo-liberalism’ are 
willing to acknowledge this.
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Phil Lewis also offers a critical 
( though not  unsympathet ic ) 
treatment of the WorkChoices saga. 
His charge that this further round 
of workplace relations reform lacked 
the sustained background work that 
characterised the GST and welfare 
reform is fair, and a cautionary tale 
for all governments. Interestingly, 
while acknowledging its political 
potency, Lewis is just as critical of 
the lack of intellectual grunt behind 
the Labor–ACTU campaign against 
WorkChoices. 

Among the other chapters on 
policy issues are ones on rural 
policy (Linda Botterill), Indigenous 
affairs (Will Sanders) and the 
environment (Jenny Stewart and 
Carolyn Hendriks). The worst essay 
in the book is Daniel Baldino’s effort 
on foreign and security policy. It 
reads like a low-grade Keating rant, 
but without the flair with words. 
Indeed, it takes a certain academic 
chutzpah to portray a period that 
saw Australian entry into the East 
Asia Summit, the start of free-trade 
talks with China and Japan, and a 
significant improvement in relations 
with Indonesia as synonymous with 
‘troubles in Asia.’

A similar tone of deep disdain for 
Howard characterises the chapter 
on multiculturalism and citizenship 
by Heba Batainah and Mary Walsh. 
Every Howard utterance about the 
importance of shared values in a 
society is seen as part of a divisive, 
Muslim-baiting strategy aimed 
at undermining the wonders of 
multiculturalism. Again, what’s 
striking here is the lack of any 
sense of perspective—including 
international perspective—given the 
similar debates on national values 
and citizenship that arose in other 
liberal democracies post-9/11. 

The final chapter by David Adams, 
called ‘Staying On,’ provides a 
final wrap-up on John Howard the 
politician. It echoes what many others 

have identified as the larger puzzle of 
the fourth Howard government: how 
could an astute politician like John 
Howard so misjudge the timing of 
his departure?

At  th e  s ame  t ime ,  Adams 
himself gives something of a hint. 
Notwithstanding the deep loathing 
for Howard in senior common 
rooms around the country, the 
former Prime Minister left office 
with a remarkably robust public 
approval rating. 

In public administration, and 
policy more generally, it’s fair to say 
that the fourth Howard Government 
was not its best. Revenue flows 
from the resources boom eased 
constraints on the size of government. 
Scandals surrounding AWB and the 
Cornelia Rau case left the 
government exposed to 
claims of administrative 
failure. And by 2007, 
when it faced a disciplined 
opposition led by Kevin 
Rudd, the claim that the 
Howard government’s 
best days were behind it 
was increasingly difficult 
to counter.

Overall, and not unexpectedly, 
this book is hardly kind to the 
fourth Howard government. What’s 
interesting, however, is how many 
essays conclude with ‘time will tell’ 
ambivalence about how precisely 
Kevin Rudd might want to change 
Australia. Judgements will no doubt 
firm and contribute to a tenth 
volume in this series.

And there’s  s t i l l  the  o ther 
unfinished business of now seeing 
the Howard government in the 
round. 

Reviewed by John Kunkel

This reviewer was a senior adviser 
in the Cabinet Policy Unit and 
speechwriter to former prime 
minister John Howard.
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Fareed Zakaria’s new book is 
about  wha t  happened  to 

international power since America 
won the Cold War only to find 
the rest of the world copying the 
winning formula. It’s an argument 
that in the last twenty years or so, a 
combination of trends has released 
vast productive energies in what 
used to be known as ‘Third World’ 
countries: some have taken away 
self-imposed political constraints 

(most notably India), most 
have adopted free-market 
economic policies (China 
most powerfully), and just 
about all have benefited 
from the new information 
technology that made the 
contemporary wave of 
globalisation possible. The 
result of this economic 
revolution is that the most 
populous countries in the 

world are becoming the fastest-
growing economically. They may be 
far from Western levels of income 
per head, but as Zakaria says, any 
number multiplied by 2.5 billion 
(the combined populations of India 
and China) is a big number, which 
will change the world’s balance  
of power.

It’s a shame this new world 
order lacks an easily recognised 
description. Zakaria calls it ‘uni-
multipolarity,’ which doesn’t exactly 
trip off the tongue. But it’s a key 
to understanding that America is 
capable of remaining economically 
and socially vibrant, yet will still 
face increased challenges abroad. In 
Zakaria’s account uni-multipolarity 
means the United States can no 
longer take for granted a unique 


